
Beyond our Technological Destiny: our Primordial Humanity

A  main  question  now  rises:  have  the  short  lived  industrial  societies  forever
compromised  life  on  earth?  There  seems  to  be  a  widespread  belief  that  the  very
scientific attitude that has governed our last centuries can also be applied in solving this
issue. The very industrial societies that have if not killed, poisoned the mother nature
that has been cradling humans for thousands of years, this arrogant scientific attitude
seems to be the key to resolve the issues it has itself generated.

A second question rises then: assuming that industrial societies have compromised our
life on earth, can these very scientific driven and progress obsessed societies be the very
ones that can heal and bring humanity back on track? The underlying narrative that has
been now generated is that humans are bad and they need a technology to tell them
how much they ought to consume and when.

In other words, so it seems, the very societies that gave all humans full and unrestricted
access to natural resources are now restricting it to the last drop. In this respect what
can be foreseen is a shift from one extreme to another. It can be said however that,
learning from the history of our humanity, learning from the history not of kingdoms
and  empires  but  the  history  of  ordinary  people,  the  relation  between  humans  and
nature has always been a very balanced one.

Groups of people disconnected from any sort of grid have been able to live generations
after generations along with their natural environment without any sort of external aid.
As soon as this aid have come, this has completely distorted the individual breaking up
this fragile relationship. So it is in fact that as soon as nation states were created, the
obligations they imposed on these primitive communities to pay taxes, to attend school
first and military service later forever destroyed this balance.

It  is of course true that these obligations were also present before and peasants for
example had to pay their tribute to a lord or to a monastery yet modern obligations got
further remote and centralized, forever breaking the autonomy that people might have
had. Yes, the birth of industrial societies have broken the old feudal regime but it has
established another and more subtle one.

Yes some of these primitive people might have in fact voluntary let go to their lives of
struggle  in  nature,  some  might  have  felt  compelled  to  follow  them  with  the
environment getting increasingly more threatened by technical  advances.  We cannot
deny however as it is documented in many memoirs accounting on ordinary life around
the world that the possibility of humans exploiting nature without being a burden to it
was a real one.



Now of course the danger then has always been that of few people seizing power over
many yet this is the very danger we are facing in modern industrial societies with just a
more or less subtle display. No doubt the majority of humans living in their industrial
societies are enslaved, are not free. No doubt the situation will just get worst, with an
elite seizing more and more capital and finding ways to enslave others and soon enough
to use them to fight their brothers under another elite.

History is just but repeating under a different paradigm, a more advance industry which
is reconfiguring a new order, the order of a new enslaving power structure with their
clear protagonists. Along with this however technology is growing and even becoming
intelligent. No doubt it will be used to either maintain or expand the power of these
elites, no matter all the societal benefits that will be brought forward to begin in as a
way to let the population “tolerate” their technical implementation in their very lives.

The  third  question  then  rises:  at  what  price  are  we  letting  the  elite  governing  us
perpetrating their technological innovations with the pretext that they are helping us
and/or even saving us from whatever danger? The price is clear, the total end of human
life on earth. If it is likely that humans will survive through the crisis and instability their
power structures and crave to industrialize have generated, it is also true that these
humans will  become completely brainless and mere passive agents of an ever more
sophisticated system.

The  sophistication  of  our  social  system  seems  then  the  key  to  rescue  us  from
catastrophe. More sophistication will be needed and less of our human spontaneity will
be possible. Humans themselves will start to themselves adapt to these new forms of
sophistication picking up most unnatural trends, developing a race that as it evolves it is
more and more unlikely to be able to reconnect to a balance living with what is left of
nature.

My fourth question now rises and that is whether it  is  possible to invert  this trend,
whether  it  is  possible  to  recover  a  living  according  to  nature.  Well,  this  is  a  most
strenuous task; it  implies living with constant disruptions caused by the surrounding
technological  system  or  anyway  by  the  effects  that  this  bring  to  the  natural
environment. In the first place the very industrial society governing us it is unlikely to
allow it. In one way or another it will anyway asks us to pay a tribute to it, to commit to
it and certainly not to criticize it or create a living entity that is autonomous from it.

No matter how good the intentions of a more or less big organization of people is to
become autonomous, the fact that it has to deal with an industrial society overarching it
either turns it a most sterile organization within this society or else it is likely to turn into



a criminal and illegal organization, something that is society itself with all her banning of
anything other than herself to in fact shape.

So while any organizations like most glaring anarchism, in the process of trying to set
free  from  the  industrial  social  set-up  will  eventually  turn  frustrated  and  hopelessly
violent, it is in the stoic determination of each individual to become autonomous that
we  can  detach  if  not  physically,  at  least  in  a  spiritual  manner  from  the  tragic
developments that the technology of the homo faber will bring about.

Our  determination  for  autonomy  is  not  to  be  considered  an  egoist  and  ineffective
catalyst. To the contrary it creates much disturbance as soon as it gets in touch with any
form  of  establishment.  By  becoming  the  establishment  of  our  autonomy,  by  fully
developing and taking care of our human nature we come to constitute a most anti-
constitutional character, a character that per se is not illegal or criminal but very hard to
handle, a character the vane representatives of our technological societies would rather
get rid of.

The more we express our human autonomy the more the social machine will act against
us. Yet the more we express our autonomy, the more we heal not so much nature but
the relation with it. The more we comply with the technological society the more we kill
this relation. This is an important aspect to be considered.

In fact it is not technology per se the problem but whether we use it to achieve our
social independence for the sake of our natural dependence or whether in fact we do
the contrary and doing so we destroy our relation with nature and eventually come to
allow the very techno-society to destroy nature itself.

There is and there will never be the possibility for any of the social machine, no mater
how environmental  they are to use our natural  resources in a regenerative manner.
What the social machine takes, it never gives back, or better what the social machine
takes from bio-diversity at the most it gives back in a most dull and deprived form, a
most homogeneous one no matter how much the social machine will be programmed to
generate diversity. 

All we ought to do as human beings is to take care to grow a most primitive and reach
and  I  would  say  more  primordial  nature  within  us.  The  very  manifestation  of  it  is
sufficient to let the hairs of the socially complying individuals stand. More and more the
requested function within technological societies is that of gate keeping its interests.
The development of our autonomy is but gate opening. Few will attempt to cross these
gates, even fewer will try to open new ones but we ought to keep up and lead humanity
into the fresh new wild of our human nature, the only place for sanity.


